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Introducing…

Israel’s Friendly Desert

Join us off the beaten-path, in a magical landscape, full of breath-taking views
that will surprise and awe you in unexpected ways

Unique Communities

Learn about Bedouin culture in a face-to-face meeting
with members of this nomadic tribe – ride camels, eat
traditional food, hear the fire-side stories. Meet local wine
and cheese makers at one of the local “lone farms, such
as Carmey Ovdat, to hear about leaving the rat-race
behind and coming to this magical landscape as a lifechanging move. Visit Shanti House, an amazing oasis
for troubled youth, and a winner of volunteerism awards.

Secrets of Desert Agriculture

Desert agriculture brings Israel to the forefront in worldwide developments, turning sand into green fields, and
hydroponic tomatoes into an art form! Visit one of the local
Agriculture R&D Centers, the Netafim Drip Irrigation
& JoJoba Plantation, or stop along the local Wine
Trail, to see it all - from ancient to modern agriculture.

The Desert High-life –
for all budgets!

The variety of accommodation in the Negev allows
you to enjoy the relaxing vacation you always dreamed
of in the style you choose, in one of the most beautiful
places in Israel; choose from a Bedouin tent, a lonefarm B&B, a kibbutz guest house to the luxurious
Beresheet Spa Hotel for an unforgettable experience!

Mitzpe Ramon
at your Own Pace!

Choose your vehicle, trail and program and drive 1.5
hours north from Eilat or 2.5 hours from Tel Aviv to
the magical Mitzpe Ramon community. The Ramon
Crater offers fantastic opportunities for hiking, biking,
jeep-riding and so much more – with spectacular views,
unique geological phenomena, and unparalleled tranquility!

Desert Adventures
Al Fresco!

A Negev Jeep Tour offers the ultimate way to explore
and experience the desert - deep canyons, colorful sands,
ancient writing on cliff-sides, spectacular vistas all around!
Come and gain insight into a beautiful region that is
brimming with virginal sites and fascinating treasures.
Over the past few years, bike trails in the Negev have
been developed at an unprecedented rate, making it easy
and safe for bikers of all levels of experience to enjoy the
varied terrain, magnificent landscapes, and striking peace
and tranquility which biking in the desert provides.
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